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The Train Timetabling 
Problem

(on a single one-way track)
aims at determining an optimal 

timetable for a set of trains which 
does not violate track capacity 

constraints:

a minimum time interval (d) 
between 2 departures is required,

a minimum time interval (a) 
between 2 arrivals is required,

no overtaking is allowed between 
two consecutive stations.



Trains must be run every day of a 
given time horizon (e.g. 6-12 

months). 

We are given a so-called ideal 
timetable on input which is 

typically infeasible.

To obtain a feasible timetable two 
kinds of modifications are allowed:

change the departure time of some 
trains from their first station (shift) 

and/or
increase the minimum stopping 
time in some of the intermediate 

stations (stretch).

Travel time between two 
consecutive stations is assumed to 

be fixed for each train.



Times are discretized and 
expressed as integers from 1 to 

1440 (minutes in a day).

set of stations

set of trains

set of stations visited by train j

The timetable indicates the ideal 
departure time from      the ideal 
arrival time in      and the ideal 

arrival and departure times for each 
intermediate station                      .
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Each train j is also assigned an ideal 
profit depending on the type of the 

train (eurostar, freight, etc). 

If the train is shifted and/or stretched the 
profit is decreased. 

If the profit becomes null or negative the 
train is cancelled.

The objective is to maximize the overall 
profit of the trains.
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jν shift

jμ stretch (i.e. sum of the 
stretches in all stations)



A graph formulation

G=(V,A) directed acyclic multigraph

V set of nodes:

A set of arcs:
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iU Arrival nodes in station i
iW Departure nodes from station i

,......1 tj AAA UUU Tj∈
Two types of arcs:

Segment arcs

Station arcs
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stat 1

stat 2

dep_1 dep_2

Departure Constraints:

Arrival Constraints:

stat 1

stat 2

arr_1 arr_2

Overtaking Constraints:
stat 1

stat 2
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Ideal path
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1=px path p in the solution
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Set of feasible paths for train

We introduce a binary variable for 
each feasible path for a train.

Set of feasible paths 
for all the trains

Timetable for train j
“Feasible” path    
from to
using arcs in

Overall timetable
Set of “feasible”
paths, at most one 
for each train.
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Set of nodes belonging to train j

Set of departure nodes from station i

Set of arrival nodes to station i

Set of feasible paths for train

Set of feasible paths 
for all the trains

Actual profit for path

Set of paths that visit node u,

Set of paths belonging to train j, 
that visit node u
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Solution methods:

branch-and-cut-and-
price

constructive heuristics

local search



All the solution methods use 
the LP-relaxation for:

obtaining an upper bound on 
the optimum solution value 

suggesting good choices in the 
construction of the solution.



LP-relaxation

is solved using 

column generation

and

constraint separation

as the number of variables and 
constraints is huge for real-

world instances.



Column generation

Add variables with 
positive reduced profits.

Reduced profit of path p in 

For each train, find maximum 
profit path in an acyclic graph.
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Constraint separation

Add constraints violated by the 
current solution.

departure/arrival constraints

overtaking constraints



Departure/arrival constraint 
separation

For each station, sum the values of 
the variables corresponding to 
paths that visit nodes in each 

window smaller than minimum time 
interval between 2 departures 

(analogously for arrivals).

minimum time interval 
between 2 departures



Overtaking constraint 
separation

(overtaking between 2 trains j,k)
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sum the values of the variables of train j in 
the window:

sum the values of the variables of train k
in the window:
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Overtaking constraint 
separation

(overtaking among 2 or more 
trains)

Order paths by decreasing 
speed.

Exact method (dynamic programming).
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Clique: set of incompatible 
paths.
Status: b,c.
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UB Lagr UB LP 
(2 trains)

UB LP

Time
(sec)

PC-BO-1 (221,17) 24243.07 671 23894.88 814 23720.89 87360

PC-BO-2 (93,17) 10953.13 79 10914.54 5 10914.54 565

PC-BO-3 (60,17) 7235.42 88 7200.99 5 7200.46 5028
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Instances Value Time
(sec)

Value Time
(sec)

Value

PC-BO-4 (40,17) 4314.98 82 4091.05 16 4081.66

MU-VR (54,48) 5032.50 57 4894.34 16 4867.76

BZ-VR (128,27) 16152.19 315 16102.58 11 16092.59

CH-RM (41,102) 5850.07 434 5823.19 27 5821.69

BN-BO (68,48) 6909.71 143 6852.23 6 6852.23

CH-MI (194,16) 21259.62 256 21131.76 14 21127.43

MO-MI-1 (16,17) 1727.99 20 1708.54 3 1708.54



HS lagr Best Heur BB_arcs

Time
(sec)

PC-BO-1 (221,17) 21519.0 671 21836.0 34489 ------ ------

PC-BO-2 (93,17) 10861.0 79 10882.0 982 10882.0 1170

PC-BO-3 (60,17) 7148.0 88 7151.0 633 7161.0 168300

------

------

------

------

------

------
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Instances Value Time
(sec)

Value Time
(sec)

Value

PC-BO-4 (40,17) 3603.0 82 3779.0 2529 ------

MU-VR (54,48) 4055.0 149 4230.0 5612 ------

BZ-VR (128,27) 15993.0 315 15992.0 5911 ------

CH-RM (41,102) 5560.0 434 5507.0 3963 ------

BN-BO (68,48) 6761.0 143 6723.0 683 ------

CH-MI (194,16) 20716.0 256 20977.0 26639 ------

MO-MI-1 (16,17) 1684.0 20 1684.0 32 1684.0
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